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Abstract 
The Texas Department of Transportation proposes to widen United States Highway (US) 79 from 
approximately 0.3 miles (0.5 kilometers) west of Interstate Highway (IH) 45 to approximately 0.5 
miles (0.8 kilometers) west of Farm-to-Market Road (FM) 1512 in Leon County, Texas. The project 
extends from the town of Buffalo to just west of the town of Jewett. Proposed improvements 
include the widening of the existing two-lane US 79 roadway to a four-lane divided highway. 
The proposed project is approximately 10.3 miles (16.6 kilometers) long and has a typical width of 
roughly 200 to 315 feet (61.0 to 96.0 meters), covering a total of 366.29 acres. The proposed 
project’s overall acreage includes 138.13 acres of existing right-of-way, 219.56 acres of proposed 
new right-of-way, 8.33 acres of proposed temporary construction license or temporary drainage 
easements, and 2.06 acres of proposed detention ponds. This project’s archeological area of 
potential effect (APE) is defined as the 366.29-acre overall footprint of proposed improvements. 
Maximum depth of impacts is expected to be less than 3.28 feet (1 meter) across the majority of 
APE, with deeper impacts expected at drainage crossings. The deepest impacts are expected 
adjacent to Tape Creek (approximately 13.0 feet [4.0 meters] and within two proposed detention 
pond locations (anticipated depth currently unknown). 
In March 2020, an intensive archeological survey was completed in order to inventory and 
evaluate archeological resources within the footprint of the proposed project to support 
compliance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended and the Antiquities Code of 
Texas. Survey was conducted within all existing right-of-way (138.13 acres) and within all parcels for 
which right-of-entry was given (approximately 102.84 acres). Many properties for which access was 
denied or for which there was no response to an access request were examined from adjacent 
properties or the current right-of-way. In all, 226 shovel test units and one backhoe trench were 
excavated within the APE; none of these excavations uncovered archeological materials of any 
age. 
One new archeological site, 41LN525, one isolated locality, and two isolated finds were 
recorded on the ground surface; none were associated with buried cultural resources. Field Site 01 
lacks association with important people or events and lacks research potential; as a result, it is 
recommended ineligible for inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places. The isolated 
locality and isolated finds are, by definition, ineligible for inclusion on the National Register. 
For areas and parcels covered by survey or cleared from adjacent parcels, CMEC recommends 
that no further archeological investigations are warranted prior to construction activities. However, 
CMEC recommends that archeological survey be conducted across all portions of the proposed 
APE that were not subjected to survey or cleared from adjacent parcels, which cover an 
approximate total of 125.05 acres.  
The Texas Historical Commission concurred with all recommendations on May 18, 2020.
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Management Summary 
The Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) proposes to widen United States Highway 
(US) 79 from approximately 0.3 miles (0.5 kilometers) west of Interstate Highway (IH) 45 to 
approximately 0.5 miles (0.8 kilometers) west of Farm-to-Market Road (FM) 1512 in Leon 
County, Texas. 
The proposed project is approximately 10.3 miles (16.6 kilometers) long and has a typical 
width of roughly 200 to 315 feet (61.0 to 96.0 meters), covering a total of 366.29 acres. This 
project’s archeological area of potential effect (APE) is defined as the entire 366.29-acre 
overall footprint of proposed improvements. The proposed project’s overall acreage includes 
138.13 acres of existing right-of-way, 219.56 acres of proposed new right-of-way, 8.33 acres 
of proposed temporary construction license or temporary drainage easements, and 2.06 
acres of proposed detention ponds. Maximum depth of impacts is expected to be less than 
3.28 feet (1 meter) across the majority of APE, with deeper impacts expected at drainage 
crossings. The deepest impacts are expected adjacent to Tape Creek (approximately 13.0 feet 
[4.0 meters] and within two proposed detention pond locations (anticipated depth currently 
unknown). 
On March 9–13, 2020, an intensive archeological survey was completed in order to inventory 
and evaluate archeological resources within the footprint of proposed project to support 
compliance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended and the Antiquities Code 
of Texas. The fieldwork was carried out under Texas Antiquities Permit 9288 by Scotty Moore 
(Principal Investigator), Austin Blase, and Dietrich Geitz of Cox|McLain Environmental 
Consulting, Inc. (CMEC). 
Survey was conducted within all existing right-of-way locations (138.13 acres) and within all 
parcels for which right-of-entry was given (approximately 102.84 acres). Many properties for 
which access was denied or for which there was no response to an access request were 
examined from adjacent properties or the current right-of-way. In all, 226 shovel test units 
and one backhoe trench were excavated within the APE; none of these excavations uncovered 
archeological materials of any age. 
Much of the APE was determined to have been disturbed by construction and maintenance of 
the existing US 79 roadway and associated driveways, buried utilities, commercial and 
residential development, and water management features. These disturbances have greatly 
reduced the potential for intact archeological deposits throughout the APE.  
However, CMEC recommends that archeological survey be conducted across all portions of 
the proposed APE that were not subjected to survey (approximately 125.05 acres) due to lack 
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of entry. If conditions allow and nearby soils are of sufficient depth, mechanical trenching at 
any currently inaccessible drainage crossings bounded by Holocene-age alluvium deeper than 
one meter (3.2 feet) should be undertaken.  
One new archeological site, one isolated locality, and two isolated finds were  recorded on the 
APE’s ground surface during the survey; however, no artifacts were collected. Therefore, only 
project records will need to be curated per TAC 26.16 and 26.17. Project records will be 
permanently housed at the Center for Archaeological Studies at Texas State University.  
If any unanticipated cultural materials or deposits are found at any stage of clearing, 
preparation, or construction, the work should cease in that area and TxDOT personnel should 
be notified immediately. During evaluation of any unanticipated finds and coordination 
between TxDOT and the Texas Historical Commission, clearing, preparation, and/or 
construction could continue in any other areas along the corridor where no such deposits 
or materials are observed. 
The Texas Historical Commission concurred with all recommendations on May 18, 2020.
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Overview of the Project 
The purpose of the investigation described in this document is to identify cultural resources 
within the project footprint of the Texas Department of Transportation’s (TxDOT) proposed 
widening of United States Highway (US) 79 from approximately 0.3 miles (0.5 kilometers) west 
of Interstate Highway (IH) 45 to approximately 0.5 miles (0.8 kilometers) west of Farm-to-
Market Road (FM) 1512 in Leon County, Texas. The proposed project is expected to increase 
safety and mobility by widening the highway from two lanes to four and will provide pedestrian 
and bicycle accommodations. The total length of the proposed project is approximately 10.3 
miles (16.6 kilometers). 
Currently, US 79 is an undivided rural roadway with a 12.0-foot (3.7-meter) travel lane in each 
direction bounded by 10.0-foot (3.1-meter) paved shoulders and open ditches. The existing 
right-of-way of US 79 is 100.0 feet (30.5 meters) wide. US 79 has entrance and exit ramps for 
the FM 39 intersection on the southwest side of Jewett. In Jewett, US 79 consists of a 12.0-
foot (3.7-meter) travel lane in each direction with 10.0-foot (3.1-meter) outside shoulders and 
a 14.0-foot (4.3-meter) center turn lane.  
The majority of the proposed project would install two 12.0-foot (3.7-meter) travel lanes in 
each direction separated by a 76.0-foot-wide (23.2-meter-wide) grass median. The travel 
lanes would be bounded by 4.0-foot (1.2-meter) inside and 10.0-foot (3.1-meter) outside 
shoulders. The proposed right-of-way on rural US 79 would be between 200.0 and 315.0 feet 
(61.0 and 96.0 meters) wide. There would be grade separations at railroads, including the 
NUCOR Steel Plant entrance near Jewett; entrance and exit ramps would provide access to 
NUCOR. The FM 39 bridge over US 79 would be replaced and the existing entrance and exit 
ramps would be removed and replaced with a single connection just northeast of the FM 39 
crossing.  
In Jewett, the proposed project would provide two 12-foot (3.7-meter) travel lanes in each 
direction separated by a 16.0-foot (4.9-meter) two-way center turn lane. It would include curb 
and gutter with a 10.0-foot (3.1-meter) shared use path and 5.0-foot (1.5-meter) sidewalk. 
The proposed section would be within the existing 100.0-foot (30.5-meter) right-of-way.  
The proposed project’s overall acreage includes 138.13 acres of existing right-of-way, 219.56 
acres of proposed new right-of-way, 8.33 acres of proposed temporary construction license or 
temporary drainage easements, and 2.05 acres of proposed detention ponds. The 
archeological area of potential effect (APE) is the entire project footprint.  
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This project’s archeological area of potential effect (APE) is defined as the 366.29-acre overall 
footprint of proposed improvements. Maximum depth of impacts is expected to be less than 
3.28 feet (1 meter) across the majority of APE, with deeper impacts expected at drainage 
crossings. The deepest impacts are expected adjacent to Tape Creek (approximately 13.0 feet 
[4.0 meters] and within two proposed detention pond locations (anticipated depth currently 
unknown). 
Scotty Moore (principal investigator), Austin Blase, and Dietrich Geitz of Cox|McLain 
Environmental Consulting, Inc. (CMEC) conducted survey fieldwork March 9–13, 2020; in all, 
226 shovel test units and one backhoe trench were excavated within the APE. Shovel test 
units were placed based on observed disturbance levels, ground surface visibility, and 
guidelines established by the Council of Texas Archeologists (CTA) and approved by the Texas 
Historical Commission (THC).  
Regulatory Context 
The project is owned and funded by TxDOT, rendering the project subject to both the 
Antiquities Code of Texas (9 TNRC 191) and to Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act (NHPA), as amended due to federal funding from the Federal Highway 
Administration. Texas Antiquities Permit #9288 was assigned to this project by the THC.  
Structure of the Report 
Following this introduction, Section 2 presents environmental parameters, a brief cultural 
context, and a summary of previous archeological research near the APE. Section 3 discusses 
research goals, relevant methods, and the underlying regulatory considerations. Section 4 
presents the results of the survey and summarizes the implications of the investigations. 
Figures are shown in Section 5, and references are listed in Section 6. Design documents are 
located in Appendix A. 
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2 ENVIRONMENTAL AND CULTURAL CONTEXT 
Topography, Geology, and Soils 
The 366.29-acre (148.92-hectare) APE is located at elevations between approximately 351.1 
and 505.2 feet (107.0 and 154.0 meters) above mean sea level in northern Leon County, 
Texas (Figures 1 and 2a–d). Topography within the APE is irregular but generally slopes away 
from elevation highs near the community of Jewett to the west and the east. The project area 
falls within the Southern Post Oak Savana subregion of the East Central Texas Plains, a region 
that is characterized by irregular plains that were originally covered by post oak savanna 
vegetation that has been converted into pastures and ranges (Griffith et al. 2007). From west 
to east, the project area crosses the following named drainages: Mustang Creek, Brushy 
Creek, Yellow Branch (Brushy Creek), Panther Creek, Tape Creek, and Cane Branch (Buffalo 
Creek). Thirty-three unnamed, ephemeral drainages also intersect the APE along its length.  
A review of the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department’s (TPWD) Texas Ecological Analytical 
Mapper indicates that approximately 61 percent of the project APE occurs in Post Oak 
Savanna habitats (grassland and post oak motte and woodland), with the remaining acreage 
characterized as low density-urban (24 percent), high-density urban (11 percent), and Central 
Texas Riparian and Floodplain forest and herbaceous vegetation (4 percent; TPWD 2020). 
According to United States Geological Survey [USGS] data, the APE is predominantly underlain 
by Eocene-age Queen City Sand, which is composed of fine-grained sands interbedded with 
clay. Less than five percent of the APE is underlain by the Eocene-age Reklaw Formation, 
which is composed of clay, silt, and glauconitic clay ironstone and intersects the APE just north 
of Jewett, and by Holocene-age Alluvium associated with Cane Branch (Buffalo Creek) located 
near the APE’s eastern terminus (USGS 2020a). 
According to Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) data, 19 soil series and 
complexes are mapped within the project’s APE (Soil Survey Staff 2020). The soil series listed 
in Table 1 are listed from west to east in order of first mapped occurrence of each soil series 
within the APE. All of the mapped soils are either moderately well drained or well drained, and 
therefore exhibit fairly deep E horizons in most cases (especially Silstid loamy fine sand and 
Padina loamy fine sand). Most of the named drainages that intersect the APE are bounded by 
Hearne soils, which are recent but exhibit relatively shallow subsoil horizons (Soil Survey Staff 
2020). 
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Table 1: Soils underlying the APE 
Soil Series Soil Description Slope (%) Landform 
Typical subsoil 
depth (cmbs*) 
Silawa fine sandy loam 
very deep, well drained, 
moderately permeable 
1–5 Stream terraces 33 
Rader fine sandy loam 
very deep, moderately well 
drained, very slowly 
permeable 
1–3 Stream terraces 64 
Gasil fine sandy loam 






Hearne fine sandy loam 






Axtell fine sandy loam 
very deep, moderately well 
drained 
1–5 Stream terraces 20 
Hatliff fine sandy loam very deep, well drained 0 Floodplains 8 
Lufkin fine sandy loam 
very deep, moderately well 
drained, very slowly 
permeable 
0–1 Stream terraces 20 
Marquez very fine sandy 
loam 






Robco loamy fine sand 
very deep, moderately well 





Silstid loamy fine sand 
very deep, well drained, 
moderately permeable 
1–5 Ridges and 
coastal plains 
94 
Padina loamy fine sand 






Arenosa fine sand 
very deep, somewhat 






Wolfpen loamy fine 
sand 
very deep, well drained, 
moderately permeable 
1–8 Interfluves 69 
Tenaha-Cuthbert 
complex 
deep, well drained 8–20 Interfluves 
86 (Tenaha); 20 
(Cuthbert) 
Pickton loamy fine sand 
very deep, well drained, 
moderately permeable 
1–8 Interfluves 137 
Lummus fine sandy 
loam 
deep, moderately well 
drained, slowly permeable 
1–5 Interfluves 61 
Cuthbert fine sandy 
loam 
deep, well drained 5–20 Interfluves 20 
Larue loamy fine sand 
deep, well drained, 
moderately permeable 
1–8 Interfluves 66 
Kirvin fine sandy loam deep, well drained 1–5 Interfluves 28 
*centimeters below surface; Data source: (Soil Survey Staff 2020)
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Archeological Chronology for the Post Oak Savanna of East-Central 
Texas 
The APE lies within the Post Oak Savanna archeological region of east-central Texas (Fields 
2004; Perttula 2004a; Story et al. 1990). Unlike most other regions in Texas, this area lacks 
sites definitively dating to the Paleoindian Period. The oldest archeological deposits 
investigated in the region come from Middle Archaic components of the Finley Fan site and 
date to approximately 6400–5200 B.P. The majority of early sites found in the region dates 
to Late Archaic and is coterminous with the Early Ceramic period of Northeast Texas. The 
chronological history by period is presented in Table 2. The dates assigned to the period 
interfaces represent a generalized time range but are based on scientific results from 
archeological research and are derived from Perttula (2004a) and Fields (2004).  
Further discussion of the prehistory of the Post Oak Savannah region of Texas is beyond the 
scope of this document. For such a discussion regarding the prehistoric record, the reader is 
referred to Fields (2004) and Story (1990). 
Table 2: Archeological Chronology for Post Oak Savanna of East Central Texas* 
     Period Years Before Present** 
Pre-Late Archaic >4,000 B.P.
Late Archaic and Woodland 4,000 – 1200 B.P. 
Late Prehistoric 1,200 – 250 B.P. 
*From Fields 2004.
**Based on uncalibrated radiocarbon dates, which are typical in Texas archeology (see
Perttula 2004a: 14, Note 1).
Historic Context 
When the first Europeans arrived in the seventeenth century, present-day Leon County area 
was inhabited by the Deadose people, a band of the Bidais that spoke a Caddoan language. 
This group built dome-shaped huts, congregated in villages largely determined by ties of 
kinship, and sustained themselves by farming and hunting (Hailey and Long 2010). 
The Mexican government made the first land grant in what is now Leon County to Ramón de 
la Garza in 1831. Additional grants were given before Texas independence, but few people 
settled permanently. After an attack on Fort Parker in neighboring Limestone County in 1833, 
white settlers abandoned the region, not to return until after the Texas Revolution (Hailey and 
Long 2010). 
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Leon County was officially formed from Robertson County by the First Texas Legislature in 
1846. During its early years, most of the county's population was distributed along such Trinity 
River steamer landings as Cairo, Commerce, and Brookfield's Bluff, all of which later 
disappeared. During the end of the 1840s and early 1850s, the population began to move 
away from the river valley and toward the higher land in the county's center. The decade 
preceding the Civil War was a period of rapid population growth; between 1850 and 1860 the 
number of settlers grew from 1,946 to 6,781. The war and its aftermath brought sweeping 
changes to the county. Although Leon County residents made only a small material 
contribution to the war effort, they were forced to deal with the lack of markets and dizzying 
fluctuations in the value of Confederate currency, as well as concern for their relatives and 
friends on the battlefield. The end of the war brought dislocations in the county's economy 
(Hailey and Long 2010). 
The economy began to recover during the 1870s, but not until the early 1880s did production 
levels for most crops met or exceeded prewar levels. In the years just after the war, corn was 
the county's leading cash crop, but as the century wore on, cotton gradually replaced it as the 
largest source of agricultural receipts. Between 1870 and 1880 the number of farms in the 
county rose from 702 to 1,718. This increase was due in part to the growth of sharecropping. 
Cotton and corn production continued to form the twin pillars of the economy from the end of 
the nineteenth century to the early 1930s. Although many farmers raised cattle, hogs, poultry 
and other livestock to ensure a steady supplemental income, the largest share of agricultural 
receipts came from the two crops (Hailey and Long 2010).  
Following World War II, the economy changed dramatically. Cotton production declined during 
the 1940s; in 1950 the crop was only 3,616 bales. In place of cotton, most farmers turned 
toward raising hogs and cattle. Lumbering also saw a gradual increase as many fields, left to 
lie fallow, were gradually reforested. The early twenty-first century saw some changes to the 
demographics and economics of Leon County, where oil and gas production began to outstrip 
agriculture or lumber and when an influx of oil workers began to reverse a trend for an 
increasingly aged population (Hailey and Long 2010).  
Previous Investigations and Previously Identified Resources 
A search of the Texas Archeological Sites Atlas (Atlas) maintained by the THC and the Texas 
Archeological Research Laboratory was conducted to identify archeological sites, historical 
markers or Official Texas Historic Markers, Recorded Texas Historic Landmarks, properties or 
districts listed in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), State Antiquities Landmarks 
(SAL), cemeteries, or other cultural resources that may have been previously recorded in or 
near the APE, as well as previous surveys undertaken in the area. A larger 1-kilometer (0.62-
mile) study area around the APE was also examined (Figure 2a–d). 
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According to the Atlas survey coverage data search, two previous cultural resources surveys 
intersect the APE (covering approximately 2.5 percent of its total extent), and an additional 
five projects are mapped within the 1-kilometer study area (Table 3; Figure 2a–d). No cultural 
resources were found within the current APE by those projects that intersect it.  
Table 3: Cultural Resources Projects Conducted within 1-Kilometer of APE* 
Date Project Description Location 
1985 
Areal survey sponsored by the Texas Department of Water 
Resources across multiple non-contiguous locations 
North of APE 
1990 Linear survey; no further information available Northeast of APE 
1995 Areal survey; no further information available North of APE 
1999 Areal survey sponsored by the City of Buffalo North of APE 
2005 Linear survey conducted by BVRA for the USDA North of APE 
2007 Linear pipeline corridor survey conducted by PBS&J 
Intersects APE 7 kilometers 
northeast of Jewett 
2013 Linear pipeline corridor survey conducted by SWCA 
Intersects APE 2.5 kilometers 
northeast of Jewett 
* Shaded projects intersect APE; Data source: (THC 2020)
Eight cultural resources have been documented within 1 kilometer of the APE; none, however, 
extend into it (Table 4; Figure 2a–e). All of these resources date to, or are associated with, the 
settlement of the Jewett and Buffalo communities in the late nineteenth century. 












Also known as Sandhill Cemetery; no other 
information available. 
East of APE Unknown 
Historical Marker 
9626 
Historical marker for Jewett Methodist Church first 






Historical Marker for Colonel Robert Simonton 
Gould, former Chief Justice of the Texas Supreme 







Historical marker for Manaen Turnbull Smith, former 
Texas Army soldier who moved to Leon County in 
1848–1849. 
East of APE N/A 
Historical Marker 
12399 
Historical marker for Julia Johnson House, first 
constructed around 1875. West of APE N/A 
Jewett City 
Cemetery 
Historic/modern cemetery with 383 interments 





Historic/modern cemetery with 192 interments 
dating from 1872 to present. 
East of APE Unknown 
Data source: (THC 2020; Tipton 2020) 
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Historic Map and Aerial Photograph Review 
A review of available historic aerial photographs and topographic maps on the Nationwide 
Environmental Title Research (NETR) website and USGS Historic Topographic Map Viewer was 
also undertaken to determine how the corridor had been utilized over time. Topographic maps 
from 1919, 1954, 1955, 1956, 1965, 1975, 1982, and 1985 (USGS 2020b), as well as 
aerial imagery from 1964, 1981, 1995, 2004, 2009, 2010, 2012, and 2014 (NETR 2020; 
Google Earth Pro™ 2020) were reviewed. 
The earliest map of the area is the 1:62,500 Jewett “Tactical Map” produced by the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers (inaccurately referenced as a 1956 topographic map in the USGS 
Historical Topographic Map Database; USGS 2020b). This map appears to have been 
predominantly concerned with depicting the International and Great Northern and Southern 
Pacific Railroads that intersected to the southwest of the community of Jewett. An unpaved 
road labeled “Marquez Road” extends between Jewett and Buffalo in an alignment that 
roughly corresponds to the later alignment for US 79. The next map available (1:250,000 
scale 1954 Waco) is presented at too large of a scale to show specific resources along the 
APE corridor; however, it does depict US 79, FM 39, and FM 1512 in their current alignments. 
Additionally, the map depicts the Missouri-Pacific Railroad (formerly the International and 
Great Northern Railroad), which parallels US 79 to the south and in some cases is immediately 
adjacent to it, and an unnamed cemetery that corresponds to the THC’s location for the 
Buffalo Sandhill Cemetery. The 1965 Donnie, Buffalo, and Jewett 1:24,000-scale topographic 
maps present the first highly detailed depictions of the project APE and its surroundings. In 
addition to depicting all major highways (including IH 45) in their current alignments, these 
maps also depict 61 unnamed structures adjacent to US 79, FM 1512, and FM 39 (27 of 
which are within the limits of Jewett). A single roadside park is also depicted north-adjacent 
to US 79 approximately 0.6 miles (0.9 kilometers) southwest of the APE’s northeastern 
terminus. Updates to these three maps from 1983 show little change to the project corridor 
over the intervening 20 years, though multiple new structures are depicted within the city of 
Jewett to the north and eight new structures southwest of Buffalo adjacent to the APE. All 61 
structures depicted on the 1965 maps are also depicted on their 1983 revisions. Additionally, 
several new pipeline corridors are depicted intersecting the APE north of Jewett and an 
industrial complex is shown southwest of Jewett between FM 39 and FM 1512 (USGS 2020b). 
The earliest available aerial imagery (produced in 1964) is highly consistent with the 1965 
topographic maps and depicts the project APE and its surroundings as being predominantly 
utilized for pastureland outside of the communities of Jewett and Buffalo. All of the structures 
depicted on topographic maps located outside of the limits of Jewett and Buffalo that are 
adjacent to the APE appear to be associated with residences. One noteworthy observation 
made from the 1964 imagery was that Panther Creek appears to have flooded at the time of 
the photograph and sediment is depicted covering the roadway. Subsequent aerial imagery 
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illustrates that little change has occurred in the area surrounding the APE during the 1990s 
and 2000s outside of the growth of Jewett, which has predominantly been to the north and 
west of the APE, and the growth of the Buffalo, which has predominantly been restricted to 
the IH 45 corridor (NETR 2020).  
Outside of urban development in Jewett and Buffalo, the APE is bounded mostly by 
pastureland and limited riparian areas adjacent to drainages. Known and perceived 
disturbances in the APE include those associated with roadway/shoulder improvements, 
sediment removal to create roadbase, low-density residential development, improved 
drainages, buried utilities, agricultural utilization and natural erosion (see Appendix A). The 
effects of these disturbances are particularly pronounced within the existing right-of-way, 
where ground disturbance extends several feet below the surface in many locations and has 
negatively affected the location and integrity of sediments and any cultural resources that 
might have been contained within them. As a result, it is unlikely that any buried cultural 
resources present within the existing right-of-way possess integrity of location, setting, or 
association and would therefore not be eligible for inclusion on the NRHP under 36 CFR 60.
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3 RESEARCH GOALS AND METHODS 
Purpose of the Research 
The present study was carried out to accomplish these goals: 
1. To identify all historic and prehistoric archeological resources located within the
APE defined in Chapter 1.
2. To perform a preliminary evaluation of the identified resources’ potential for
inclusion in the NRHP and/or for designation as a SAL (typically performed
concurrently).
3. To evaluate the potential for deeply buried cultural materials and features.
4. To make recommendations about the need for further research concerning the
identified resources based on the preliminary NRHP/SAL evaluation, with
guidance on methodology and ethics from the THC and CTA.
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act 
Section 106 of the NHPA of 1966, as amended (16 USC 470; 36 CFR 800), directs federal 
agencies and entities using federal funds to “take into account the effects of their 
undertakings on historic properties” (36 CFR 800.1a). The CFR defines “historic property” as 
“any prehistoric or historic district, site, building, structure, or object included in, or eligible for 
inclusion in, the National Register of Historic Places [NRHP] maintained by the Secretary of 
the Interior” (36 CFR 800.16).  
In order to determine the presence of historic properties (with this phrase understood in its 
broad Section 106 sense), an APE is first delineated. The APE is the area in which direct 
impacts (and in a federal context, indirect impacts as well) to historic properties may occur. 
Within the APE, resources are evaluated to determine whether they are eligible for inclusion 
in the NRHP, and to determine the presence of any properties that are already listed on the 
NRHP. To determine whether a property is significant, cultural resource professionals and 
regulators evaluate the resource using these criteria: 
. . . The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archeology, 
engineering, and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects 
that possess integrity of location, design, setting, material, workmanship, feeling, and 
association and  
a. that are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the
broad patterns of our history; or
b. that are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or
c. that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic
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values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose 
components may lack individual distinction; or 
d. that have yielded or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or
history (36 CFR 60.4).
Note that significance and NRHP eligibility are determined by two primary components: 
integrity and at least one of the four types of association and data potential listed under 36 
CFR 60.4(a–d). The criterion most often applied to archeological sites is the last—and arguably 
the broadest—of the four; its phrasing allows regulators to consider a broad range of research 
questions and analytical techniques that may be relevant to the specific resource (36 CFR 
60.4[d]). 
Occasionally, certain resources fall into categories which require further evaluation using one 
or more of the following Criteria Considerations. If a resource is identified and falls into one of 
these categories, the Criteria Considerations listed below may be applied in conjunction with 
one or more of the four National Register criteria listed above: 
a. A religious property deriving primary significance from architectural or artistic
distinction or historical importance, or
b. A building or structure removed from its original location but which is significant
primarily for architectural value, or which is the surviving structure most
importantly associated with a historic person or event, or
c. A birthplace or grave of a historical figure of outstanding importance if there is no
other appropriate site or building directly associated with his or her productive life,
or
d. A cemetery which derives its primary significance from graves of persons of
transcendent importance, from age, from distinctive design features, or from
association with historic events, or
e. A reconstructed building when accurately executed in a suitable environment and
presented in a dignified manner as part of a restoration master plan, and when no
other building or structure with the same association has survived, or
f. A property primarily commemorative in intent if design, age, tradition, or symbolic
value has invested it with its own historical significance, or
g. A property achieving significance within the past 50 years if it is of exceptional
importance (36 CFR 60.4).
Resources listed in the NRHP or recommended eligible for the NRHP are treated the same 
under Section 106; they are generally treated the same at the state level. 
After cultural resources within the APE are identified and evaluated, effects evaluations are 
completed to determine whether the proposed project has no effect, no adverse effect, or an 
adverse effect on the resources. Effects are evaluated by assessing the impacts that the 
proposed project will have on the characteristics that make the property eligible for listing in 
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the NRHP and on its integrity. Types of potential adverse effects considered include physical 
impacts, such as the destruction of all or part of a resource; property acquisitions that 
adversely impact the historic setting of a resource, even if built resources are not directly 
impacted; noise and vibration impacts evaluated according to accepted professional 
standards; changes to significant viewsheds; and cumulative effects that may occur later in 
time. If the project will have an adverse effect on cultural resources, measures can be taken 
to avoid, minimize, or mitigate this adverse effect. In some instances, changes to the proposed 
project can be made to avoid adverse effects. In other cases, adverse effects may be 
unavoidable, and mitigation to compensate for these impacts will be proposed and agreed 
upon by consulting parties.  
Antiquities Code of Texas 
Because the project is currently owned and funded by TxDOT, an agency of the State of Texas, 
the project is subject to the Antiquities Code of Texas (9 TNRC 191), which requires 
consideration of effects on properties designated as—or eligible to be designated as—SALs, 
which are defined as:  
. . . sites, objects, buildings, structures and historic shipwrecks, and locations of 
historical, archeological, educational, or scientific interest including, but not limited to, 
prehistoric American Indian or aboriginal campsites, dwellings, and habitation sites, 
aboriginal paintings, petroglyphs, and other marks or carvings on rock or elsewhere 
which pertain to early American Indian or other archeological sites of every character, 
treasure imbedded in the earth, sunken or abandoned ships and wrecks of the sea or 
any part of their contents, maps, records, documents, books, artifacts, and implements 
of culture in any way related to the inhabitants, prehistory, history, government, or 
culture in, on, or under any of the lands of the State of Texas, including the tidelands, 
submerged land, and the bed of the sea within the jurisdiction of the State of Texas. 
(13 TAC 26.2)  
Rules of practice and procedures for the evaluation of cultural resources as SALs and/or for 
listing on the NRHP, which is also explicitly referenced at the state level, are detailed at 13 
TAC 26. An archeological site identified on lands owned or controlled by the State of Texas 
may be of sufficient significance to allow designation as a SAL if at least one of the following 
criteria applies: 
1. the site has the potential to contribute to a better understanding of the prehistory
and/or history of Texas by the addition of new and important information;
2. the site's archeological deposits and the artifacts within the site are preserved and
intact, thereby supporting the research potential or preservation interests of the
site;
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3. the site possesses unique or rare attributes concerning Texas prehistory and/or
history;
4. the study of the site offers the opportunity to test theories and methods of
preservation, thereby contributing to new scientific knowledge;
5. there is a high likelihood that vandalism and relic collecting has occurred or could
occur, and official landmark designation is needed to ensure maximum legal
protection, or alternatively, further investigations are needed to mitigate the
effects of vandalism and relic collecting when the site cannot be protected. (13
TAC 26.10).
For archeological resources, the state-level process requires securing a valid Texas Antiquities 
Permit from the THC, the lead state agency for Antiquities Code compliance. This permit must 
be maintained throughout all stages of investigation, analysis, and reporting.  
Survey Methods and Protocols 
With the goals and guidelines above in mind, CMEC personnel conducted an intensive survey 
in March 2020 to search for previously identified and unidentified archeological sites per 
category 6 under 13 TAC 26.15 and using the definitions in 13 TAC 26.3. Field methods 
complied with the coverage requirements of 13 TAC 26.15, as elaborated by the THC and CTA, 
as well as applicable TxDOT standards (Figure 3a–ag).  
Shovel tests were excavated within the portions of the APE for which right of entry was 
permitted and that did not appear to be heavily disturbed or modified on the surface. Shovel 
test units were placed in areas without high ground visibility (areas with less than 30 percent 
visibility) or extensive ground disturbance, and where visual inspection indicated potentially 
intact soils that could contain preserved archeological deposits might be present. All shovel 
tests were excavated in natural levels to subsoil, natural obstruction, or 100 centimeters 
(39.4 inches), whichever was encountered first. Excavated matrix was screened through 0.25-
inch (0.635-centimeter) hardware cloth, as allowed by moisture and clay content; a high clay 
content typically required that the removed sediment be crumbled/sorted by hand, trowel, 
and/or shovel point. Deposits were described using conventional texture classifications and 
Munsell color designations, and all observations were recorded on standard CMEC shovel test 
forms.  
One trench was excavated utilizing a flat-bladed backhoe under the supervision of 
archeologists who examined profiles and backdirt for the presence of cultural materials and 
features. The trenching progressed in 10-centimeter (4-inch) depth increments, with a sample 
from each increment screened through 0.635-centimeter (0.25-inch) hardware cloth or 
crumbled/troweled due to clay/moisture content. Following completion of the mechanical 
excavations, CMEC personnel examined the exposed deposits (as allowed by trench 
configuration and safety issues) and described them using conventional texture 
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classifications and Munsell color designations. Following description of the deposits and 
sketching/photography of profiles and features observed, CMEC personnel supervised the 
complete backfilling and leveling of the trench location.  
CMEC defines an archaeological site on the basis of content and extent. When a shovel test 
yields cultural material, additional shovel tests are excavated in a cruciform pattern at 5-meter 
intervals around the initial test, where right-of-way limits and/or soil conditions permit, until 
two sterile shovel tests are encountered. For surficial materials, a site is defined as five or 
more cultural items of at least two different artifact materials or classes (e.g., prehistoric stone 
tool manufacturing debris of different raw materials, or manufacturing debris in combination 
with stone tools; or for historic sites, several different historic-era ceramic [or glass] types, or 
ceramics in addition to glass) within a 20-meter (65.6-foot) square. A site is then defined 
within the extent of positive shovel tests and/or surface scatter. 
Conversely, isolated finds of individual artifacts or small groups of similar non-diagnostic 
artifacts (for example, fewer than five flakes composed of the same material) not meeting the 
above site definition criteria were recorded as an “Isolated Find” and given an Isolated Find 
number but not assigned a locus number or considered for listing in the NRHP. Likewise, a 
stationary and unmovable object – such as brick piers, etc. – with no or limited associated 
cultural materials and not meeting the above definition criteria was designated a “Locality,” 
and as with Isolates, given a Locality number but not considered for eligibility in the NRHP. 
The locations of both Isolates and Localities were recorded.  
Sites recorded during the investigation were identified by a temporary marker placed on the 
site. The marker would have an identifying number in the form of the initials of the CMEC 
employee who recorded the site, followed by a consecutively assigned number that would 
indicate the order in which the sites were discovered (e.g., FS-01, FS-02, etc.). This number is 
a temporary field number to be superseded by a formal site trinomial obtained following the 
completion of fieldwork. Site designations would be applied only to features (whether surface 
or subsurface) that appear to represent occupation or activity areas and/or to clusters of 
artifacts (whether surface or subsurface) with the minimum threshold of two negative 
contiguous positive shovel test pits excavated in cardinal directions around it. 
Most of the proposed right-of-way portions of the APE are located on privately owned land; 
therefore, any artifacts found from shovel tests, surface contexts and/or trenches would have 
been noted, described, photographed, and returned to their original contexts. However, all 
shovel test units excavated for this project were negative for cultural materials. At the time of 
the survey, landowner permission was denied for the approximately half of the areas of 
proposed right-of-way within the APE.  
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No artifacts were collected during this survey. All materials (notes, photographs, 
administrative documents, and other project data) generated from this work will be curated 
at CAS at Texas State University where they will be made permanently available to future 
researchers per 13 TAC 26.16–17.
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4 RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
General Field Observations and Results 
In March 2020, CMEC personnel conducted an intensive archeological survey of the 10.3-
mile-long (16.6-kilometer-long), 366.29-acre APE, as allowed based on right-of-entry 
permissions. Fieldwork included pedestrian survey augmented with shovel testing and the 
mechanical excavation of one trench. At the time of survey, access had been granted to all 
locations of existing right-of-way (138.13 acres) and approximately 102.84 acres, or 48 
percent, of the proposed APE. In accordance with 36 CFR 800.4, CMEC archeologists made a 
reasonable and good faith effort to evaluate the potential for the proposed undertaking to 
affect archeological historic properties (36 CFR 800.16.(1)) or State Antiquities Landmarks 
(13 TAC 26.12). 
Land Use and Ground Surface Visibility 
The APE spans an undulating, heavily-modified landscape extending from the western edge 
of Buffalo to just west of Jewett in northwestern Leon County. The most common habitat 
encountered was low- to moderate-density urban development associated with the 
communities of Buffalo and Jewett, which accounted for approximately 38 percent of the total 
APE according to the Texas Analytical Ecological Mapper (TPWD 2020). Ground surface 
visibility was generally fair to good (25 to 50 percent) in these locations due to the presence 
of manicured grasses (Figure 4); however, substantial disturbances associated with 
commercial and residential activity were observed. The next most commonly encountered 
habitat within the APE was post-oak savanna that has been converted into pastureland for 
cattle and other animals (approximately 29 percent; Figure 5). Ground surface visibility was 
generally very low due to the presence of pervasive, dense grasses that were often ankle-to-
knee high. However, faunalturbation caused by burrowing animals resulted in the appearance 
of disturbed sediment mounds throughout these areas (Figure 6); here, ground surface 
visibility was generally good (50 to 75 percent). The remaining portions of the APE were 
dominated by pockets of mixed pine/hardwood forest (approximately 14 percent of APE; 
ground surface visibility less than 10 percent; Figure 7), dense riparian herbaceous vegetation 
along drainages (approximately 10 percent of APE; ground surface visibility less than 10 
percent; Figure 8), and miscellaneous (9 percent of APE), which included railroad grades 
(ground surface visibility 20 to 50 percent; Figure 9), pine plantations (ground surface visibility 
less than 10 percent; Figure 10), and the manicured entrance to the Nucor Steel Plant (ground 
surface visibility 10 to 30 percent; Figure 11). 
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Existing Right-of-Way 
Approximately 38 percent of the APE is current covered by existing TxDOT right-of-way for 
both US 79 and FM 39. All areas of existing right-of-way exhibited evidence of 
significant disturbance from many sources, including roadway construction and 
maintenance (Figure 12), construction of water management features such a drainage 
ditches and culverts (Figures 13 and 14), residential, commercial, and industrial development 
(Figures 15 and 16), and the installation of overhead and subsurface utility lines (Figure 17).  
In addition to existing right-of-way that parallels the current road surface, three additional 
areas of existing right-of-way are noteworthy. First, a roadside park located approximately 0.5 
miles (0.8 kilometers) southwest of the project’s eastern terminus in Buffalo extends to the 
north of the existing facility for US 79 (see Figure 3a). This park lies adjacent to an unnamed 
tributary of Cane Branch and consists of concrete tables and benches and a historical marker 
for Colonel Robert Gould (Figures 18 and 19). The ground surface within the park exhibited 
good ground surface visibility (50 to 75 percent) due to sporadic, manicured grasses. The 
entire park was subjected to pedestrian survey augmented with shovel tests. No subsurface 
cultural resources were observed. The built environment resources, since they are still in 
active use, will be catalogued in an upcoming historical survey report. 
The second noteworthy area of existing right-of-way occurs at the intersection of US 79 and 
CR 39; here, entrance/exit lanes position to the north of US 79 surround two large triangles 
of lands positioned to the east and west of FM 39 (Figure 20). These areas present as 
large depressions, likely due to sediment mining to create grade elevations for the 
highway connections. Substantial ground disturbance was observed in these locations; as a 
result, no shovel tests were excavated in these locations. 
Finally, a substantial area of existing right-of way extends northwest from the intersection of 
US 79 and the Union Pacific Railroad corridor just west of the Nucor Steel Plant near the 
western terminus of the project. This area is heavily forested and could not be assessed from 
aerial imagery or from the roadside. As a result, this area was subjected to full pedestrian 
survey. No shovel test units were excavated in this location due to signs of disturbance 
associated with previous gravel mining operations and the presence of large depressions that 
were full of water during the time of survey (Figure 21). This portion of the project APE also 
lies approximately 10 feet below the surrounding ground surface, indicating that it has been 
heavily disturbed by the aforementioned gravel mining operations. 
All locations within the existing right-of-way were subjected to pedestrian examination. 
Additionally, shovel test units were excavated in locations that did not exhibit clear evidence 
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of substantial sub-surface disturbance. No cultural resources were identified in any of these 
shovel test units. 
Proposed Right-of-Way 
Approximately 229.95 acres of the APE falls within proposed right-of-way, temporary 
construction/drainage easements, or proposed detention pond locations. At the time of the 
current survey, approximately 45 percent of that total, or 102.84 acres, had confirmed right-
of-entry. All of this acreage was subjected to pedestrian survey. Shovel test units were 
excavated throughout these locations except where there was clear evidence for disturbance 
(see Figure 3a-ag); in general, such disturbance was associated with commercial development 
(Figure 22) or buried utilities/pipelines (Figure 23). Ground surface visibility varied with 
habitat as described above.  
In all cases, attempts were made to observe proposed right-of-way locations for which right-
of-entry had not been granted. However, in most rural locations, ground surface visibility was 
so low that it was difficult to properly assess these locations. 
Shovel Tests 
In all, 226 shovel test units were excavated in areas where previous impacts were not 
apparent, ground surface visibility was less than 30 percent, right-of-entry was granted, and 
elevation relief allowed (Figure 3a–ag and Appendix A). All but four were located within 
proposed right-of-way or easement locations. Soil profiles observed in excavated shovel tests 
were variable, but three profiles were frequently observed within the APE: 
• Loose to friable, light gray to very pale brown (10YR 6/3 to 6/4) massive sand with
few rootlets and rare gravels from 0 to 85 centimeters (from 0 to 33.5 inches) below
ground surface (Figure 24). In some cases, this deposit was overlain by a thin Ap
horizon (especially in pastures); typically, this horizon presented as dark brown (10YR
3/2 loam or clay loam. This profile was encountered in approximately 50 percent of
all units.
• Friable, light yellowish brown to dark yellowish brown (10YR 6/4 to 4/4) sandy loam
or sandy clay loam from 0 to between 30 and 50 centimeters (from 0 to between 11.8
and 19.7 inches) below ground surface, underlain by firm to very firm, yellowish red
(5YR 4/6 to 5/8) clay to between 50 and 65 centimeters (between 19.7 and 25.6
inches) below ground surface (Figure 25).
• Friable, pale brown (10YR 6/3) sandy loam from 0 to between 30 and 55 centimeters
(from 0 to between 11.8 and 21.7 inches) below ground surface, underlain by firm,
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yellowish red (5YR 4/6) clay with more than 5 percent redoximorphic concentrations 
that increased with depth to between 45 and 70 centimeters (between 17.7 and 27.6 
inches) below ground surface. The presence of these concentrations indicates that 
the soil pores were alternately exposed to water saturation and exposure to air over 
relatively long periods of time (Figure 26).  
None of the excavated shovel test units contained any archeologically-relevant cultural 
materials. 
Deeply buried deposits 
Due to the potential for intact, deeply-buried archeological deposits in portions of the APE, 
the approved research design of Texas Antiquities Permit 9288 also included backhoe 
trenching at stream crossings bounded by Holocene-age alluvium. Shovel testing at 
some of the drainage crossings revealed profiles containing subsoil and/or redox 
mottled subsoil at a maximum of 80 centimeters (31.5 inches) below ground surface.  
For most of the remaining drainage crossings, due to right-of-entry and access issues, the 
general narrowness of most of the proposed trenching areas, the close proximity of these 
areas to buried utilities, and the inundated nature of the low-lying and drainage-flanking 
portions of the APE, backhoe trenching was not a feasible approach for this phase of the 
project and was thus not undertaken. Detailed information regarding the potential for deeply 
buried deposits is presented in Table 5.  
A single backhoe trench was excavated on the west bank of Mustang Creek, a deeply incised 
channel located at the western edge of the APE. due to the fact that paths to the drainage has 
been previously cut by the landowner and backhoe access was available (Figure 27). This 
trench exhibited approximately 40 centimeters of overbank flood deposits in the form of 10YR 
5/4 sand overlying firm, dense 2.5 YR 5/6 clay from 40 to 120 centimeters below ground 
surface. This zone of illuviation was underlain by 80 centimeters of dense 2.5 YR 5/6 clay 
with 20 percent 10YR 7/3 redoximorphic features. This third strata represents a heavily 
weathered subsurface horizon that is likely of substantial antiquity. No cultural resources were 
identified in the trench. 









unnamed tributary 1 
Denied N/A N/A Trenching recommended 
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unnamed tributary 2 
Denied N/A N/A 
Surrounding sediments are hydric and 
impounded; no further work 
recommended 
Cane Branch, 







No further work recommended 
Cane Branch, 
unnamed tributary 4 
Allowed Shovel tests 
Hydric soils 
near surface 
No further work recommended 
Cane Branch, 
unnamed tributary 5 
Allowed Shovel tests 
Hydric soils 
near surface 
No further work recommended 
Cane Branch, 
unnamed tributary 6 
Allowed Shovel tests 
Hydric soils 
near surface 
No further work recommended 
Cane Branch, 
unnamed tributary 7 




Densely forested; no access for 
backhoe; trenching recommended 
when area is cleared 
Cane Branch, 
unnamed tributary 8 
Allowed Shovel tests 
Hydric soils 
near surface 
No further work recommended 








No further work recommended 








No further work recommended 
Tape Creek, 
unnamed tributary 1 
Denied N/A N/A 
Surrounding sediments are hydric and 
impounded; no further work 
recommended 
Tape Creek, 
unnamed tributary 2 
Denied N/A N/A 
Surrounding sediments are hydric and 
impounded; no further work 
recommended 
Panther Creek, 








Densely forested; no access for 
backhoe; trenching recommended 
when area is cleared 
Panther Creek, 







No further work recommended 
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East Fort of Panther 
Creek 




Densely forested; no access for 
backhoe; trenching recommended 
when area is cleared 
Panther Creek, 







No further work recommended 








No further work recommended 








No further work recommended 
Yellow Branch Denied N/A N/A 
Difficult to assess from existing right-
of-way. Further inspection 
recommended when access is 
granted 
Yellow Branch, 







No further work recommended 
Yellow Branch, 







No further work recommended 
Yellow Branch, 



















No further work recommended on 
northern side; trenching in proposed 
detention pond location south of US 
79 is recommended 









No further work recommended 
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Detention Pond Locations 
Two proposed detention pond locations comprising approximately 2.05 acres have been 
proposed for this project. The northernmost pond, located northwest of the intersection of US 
79 and the Union Pacific Railroad, was subjected to pedestrian survey. Although the proposed 
location has anticipated depths of 3 meters (10 feet) or more, no trenching was conducted in 
this area. Trenching was not conducted because the pond is located on an upland interfluve 
with low potential for containing Holocene-age deposits deeper than one meter in depth. 
Shovel test units excavated within the proposed pond location revealed the presence of dense 
clays with redoximorphic features at a depth of approximately 40 to 50 centimeters (15.7 to 
19.7 inches) below the ground surface, thus confirming the above assessment. No cultural 
resources were identified in this location. 
The second proposed detention pond location is situated adjacent to Brushy Creek south of 
US 79. Right of entry for the impacted parcel was not available at the time of survey. Given its 
position adjacent to Brushy Creek, the potential for Holocene-age deposits deeper than one 
meter is elevated in this location. As a result, CMEC recommends that mechanically excavated 
trenches be investigated when right-of-entry is available.  
41LN525
Site 41LN525 contains the remnants of an historic-age homestead including a main 
residence, an associated gravel driveway, and a well (Figures 3ac-ad and 28). The site is 
located north of US 79 approximately 1300 feet west of CR 347 in a densely wooded area. 
Feature 1 consists of the main building, a rectangular structure measuring approximately 11 
by 10 meters (36.1 by 32.8 feet) and lies atop a poured concrete foundation (Figures 29 and 
30). Its exterior was composed of wood siding and corrugated metal panels, and it featured 
enclosed porches on both the north and south sides. The roof was gabled and constructed 
from corrugated metal that appeared to have been incompletely replaced. Based upon aerial 
photographs, the house appears to have been constructed circa 1950. The interior was 
heavily damaged both by mildew/water damage and appeared to be used by itinerant or 
populations as temporary lodgings given the evidence of modern refuse. Note: the main 
structure was documented in TxDOT’s Historic Resources Survey Report as Historic Resource 
60. That report recommended the building as ineligible for inclusion on the NRHP.
Feature 2 consists of a poured concrete well with associated bricks, located to the northwest 
of the main structure (Figures 31 and 32). The well had an exterior diameter of 31 inches 
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(78.7 centimeters) and an interior diameter of 29 inches (73.7 centimeters) and extended 
approximately 30 inches (76.2 centimeters) above the ground surface. The apparent depth 
of the well was at least 6 feet (1.8 meters), where standing water was observed. The well had 
a small hole at the ground surface along its southern edge through which a metal pipe 
extended towards a pump. The combined well/pump feature was associated with 
approximately 33 “Groesbeck Red” bricks, some of which were connected with mortar and 
could represent the remnants of a previous structure.  
Deed Research 
Deed records for the property surrounding 4 1 L N 5 2 5  were viewed at the Leon 
County Courthouse in Centerville. The property consists of an approximately 4.45-acre 
rectangular plot located adjacent to US 79; its legal description is “Rural J.C. Hanie, AB 
420”. The results of deed research for this property is presented in Table 6. 
Table 6. Deed Research for Site 41LN525
Seller Buyer Date 
James Nugent George Martin January 1, 1938 
George Martin Neal Martin April 15, 1952 
Neal Martin Jeff Turner June 3, 1965 
Jeff and Janet Turner Nucor Steel January 1, 1974 
Assessment 
Although the site retains integrity of location and materials, it is not associated with important 
events or people and is not indicative of a noteworthy architectural style. Moreover, although 
the original structure likely dates to the mid-twentieth century, it was clearly occupied through 
the 1980s based upon the presence of objects identified in the house such as prescription 
pill bottles and magazines. The lack of subsurface deposits associated with the features 
indicate that the site has very low research potential.  
Isolated Locality 
A singe isolated locality, consisting of an uncapped, brick-line well, was identified at the 
boundary of the APE near its southwestern terminus (Figure 3ag and 33). The well had an 
outside diameter of 36 inches (91 centimeters) and an inside diameter of approximately 28 
inches (71 centimeters). The well had a height of 40 inches (1.02 meters) above the ground 
surface and an apparent depth of at least 12 feet (3.7 meters). The well was constructed from 
red (5 YR 5/6) house bricks measuring 8 by 4 by 3.5 inches and was partially incased in 
cement. Interestingly, the well had an incised date that read “Sept. 2, 1935” (Figure 34). 
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A single artifact was found in the immediate vicinity of the well on the surface: a ferrous metal 
sanitary can measuring 4 13/16 by 2 5/8 by 2 ½ inches. Although it seems reasonable that 
the well should be associated with some other features, no other cultural resources were 
identified on the surface. Six shovel test units were excavated around the well; however, none 
contained any cultural resources.  
The lack of additional features or artifacts lead to the determination that the well represents 
an isolated locality rather than a site. Moreover, the locality falls just outside of the APE and 
should not be impacted by development within it. 
Isolated Finds 
Two isolated surface finds were recorded during survey. First, a “Ferris” house brick (Isolated 
Find 01) measuring 7 1/2 by 4 by 3 1/2 inches was observed on the surface of the existing 
right-of-way adjacent to a small culvert (Figure 3h and 35). A single shovel test excavated next 
to it revealed heavily disturbed sediment with no other cultural resources. No other resources 
were observed on the surface.  
Second, an amorphous concrete fragment (Isolated Find 02) measuring approximately 1.2 by 
0.3 by 0.1 meters (3.9 by 1.0 by 0.3 feet) was observed immediately beneath the sod of an 
open pasture (Figure 3y and 36). Although the fragment could represent part of a foundation, 
it appeared to be disturbed and out of place. Further, no other artifacts or features were found 
in its immediate vicinity, either on the surface, or in the six shovel test units excavated 
adjacent to it. 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
CMEC conducted intensive archeological survey of approximately 249.97 acres of the 366.29-
acre APE, consisting of 138.13 acres of existing right-of-way and 102.84 acres of proposed 
right-of-way, for improvements to US 79 in Leon County, Texas. Results of this survey indicate 
that extensive disturbances within the APE have greatly reduced the potential for intact 
archeological deposits; these disturbances stem from previous roadway construction and 
maintenance, commercial and residential development, and overhead and subsurface utility 
installation.  
No previously recorded archeological sites were revisited, but one new historic-age site was 
recorded. Although this site retains integrity of location, it lacks association with important 
events or people and lacks further research potential. As a result, CMEC recommends that no 
further investigation be conducted. 
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Additionally, one isolated locality and two isolated finds were identified. By their nature, none 
are eligible for inclusion on the NRHP. No further work is recommended with respect to these 
resources. 
CMEC recommends that archeological survey be conducted across all portions of the 
proposed APE that were not subjected to survey or inspection (roughly 116.71 acres); if 
conditions allow and nearby soils are of sufficient depth, mechanical trenching at any 
accessible drainage crossings underlain by Holocene-age Alluvium should be undertaken.  
No cultural materials were collected; therefore, only project records will need to be curated 
per TAC 26.16 and 26.17. Project records will be curated at the CAS at Texas State University 
where they will be made permanently available to future researchers.  
If any unanticipated cultural materials or deposits are found at any stage of clearing, 
preparation, or construction, the work should cease in that area and TxDOT personnel should 
be notified immediately. During evaluation of any unanticipated finds and coordination 
between TxDOT and THC, clearing, preparation, and/or construction could continue in 
any other areas along the corridor where no such deposits or materials are observed. 
The Texas Historical Commission concurred with all recommendations on May 18, 2020.
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Figure 4. View of urban development in Jewett, facing north. 
Figure 5. View of open pasture, facing west. 
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Figure 6. View of faunalturbation in open pasture, facing north. 
Figure 7. View of mixed pine/hardwood forest, facing south. 
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Figure 8. View of herbaceous vegetation along tape creek, facing south. 
Figure 9. View of Union Pacific railroad line, facing east. 
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Figure 10. View of pine plantation, facing east. 
Figure 11. View of manicured entrance to Nucor steel plant, facing north. 
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Figure 12. View of existing right-of-way in Buffalo, facing west. 
Figure 13. Drainage improvements along existing roadway, facing east. 
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Figure 14. View of culvert and buried utilities along US 79, facing southwest. 
Figure 15. View of utilities and commercial RV park; facing southwest. 
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Figure 16. View of residential and commercial properties, facing west. 
Figure 17. View of cleared area adjacent to transmission line, facing east. 
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Figure 18. View of roadside park, facing west. 
Figure 19. View of historical marker at roadside park, facing north. 
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Figure 20. View of existing right-of-way at the intersection of US 79 and FM 39, facing south. 
Figure 21. View of existing right-of-way disturbed by gravel mining, facing southwest. 
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Figure 22. View of disturbance associated with lumber yard, facing north. 
Figure 23. View of pipeline corridor, facing north. 
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Figure 24. View of shovel test unit SM12. 
Figure 25. View of shovel test unit SM23. 
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Figure 26. View of shovel test unit AB16. 
Figure 27. View of Backhoe Trench 01, facing west. 
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Figure 28. Sketch map of 41LN525 
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Figure 29. View of 41LN525, view southwest. 
Figure 30. View of 41LN525, facing north. 
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Figure 31. View of well located adjacent to main structure, facing north. 
Figure 32. View of "Groesbeck Reds" brick found on surface at Field Site 01. 
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Figure 33. View of Isolated Locality 01, facing north. 
Figure 34. View of inscription on Isolated Locality 01, facing southwest. 
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Figure 35. View of Isolated Find 01. 
Figure 36. View of Isolated Find 02.
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APPENDIX A 
Shovel Test Results 
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Shovel Test Unit Results 
ST # (Depth below surface) / Description Notes 
AB001 (0-10 cmbs*) Yellowish red (5 YR 5/6) Sandy loam (10-80 cmbs) Light brown (7.5 YR 6/4) Sand Negative 
AB002 (0-30 cmbs) Brown (10 YR 4/3) Sandy loam Negative 
AB003 (0-30 cmbs) Brown (10 YR 4/3) Loamy sand Negative 
AB004 (0-50 cmbs) Dark grayish brown (10 YR 4/2) Sand with 10% Yellowish red (5 YR 4/6) mottles 
Negative 
AB005 (0-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Sand Negative 
AB006 (0-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Sand Negative 
AB007 (0-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Sandy loam Negative 
AB008 (0-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Sandy loam Negative 
AB009 (0-10 cmbs) Brown (10 YR 4/3) Sandy Loam (10-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Sandy loam 
Negative 
AB010 (0-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Sandy loam Negative 
AB011 (0-20 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Sandy loam (20-80 cmbs) Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sandy loam 
Negative 
AB012 (0-30 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Sandy loam (30-80 cmbs) Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sandy loam 
Negative 
AB013 (0-10 cmbs) Dark brown (10 YR 3/3) Sandy loam (10-40 cmbs) Brown (7.5 YR 4/4) Clay 
Negative/ 
compact subsoil 
AB014 (0-10 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Sandy loam (10-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Sandy loam Negative 
AB015 (0-20 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Sandy loam (20-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Sand 
Negative 
AB016 (0-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Sandy loam Negative 
AB017 (0-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Sandy loam Negative 
AB018 (0-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Loamy sand Negative 
AB019 (0-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Loamy sand Negative 
AB020 (0-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Loamy sand Negative 
AB021 (0-80 cmbs) Brown (10 YR 5/3) Loamy sand Negative 
AB022 (0-80 cmbs) Brown (10 YR 5/3) Loamy sand Negative 
AB023 
(0-10 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam 
(10-50 cmbs) Pale brown (10 YR 6/3) Sand w/ 20% brownish yellow (10 YR 
6/8) Sand 
Negative 
AB024 (0-80 cmbs) Brown (10 YR 5/3) Sandy loam Negative 
AB025 (0-60 cmbs) Brown (10 YR 5/3) Loamy sand Negative 
AB026 (0-10 cmbs) Dark brown (10 YR 3/3) Sandy loam (10-35 cmbs) Brown (10 YR 5/3) Loamy sand 
Negative 
AB027 (0-80 cmbs) Yellowish Brown (10 YR 5/3) Loamy sand Negative 
AB028 (0-80 cmbs) Yellowish Brown (10 YR 5/4) Loamy sand Negative 
AB029 (0-80 cmbs) Yellowish Brown (10 YR 5/4) Loamy sand Negative 
AB030 (0-40 cmbs) Dark brown (10 YR 3/3) Sandy loam Negative 
AB031 (0-40 cmbs) Dark brown (10 YR 3/3) Sandy loam Negative 
AB032 (0-40 cmbs) Dark brown (10 YR 3/3) Sandy loam Negative 
AB033 (0-60 cmbs) Brown (7.5 YR 5/4) Loamy sand Negative 
AB034 (0-30 cmbs) Strong brown (7.5 YR 4/6) with mottled clay Negative 
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AB035 (0-60 cmbs) Brown (7.5 YR 5/4) Loamy sand (60-70 cmbs) Yellowish red (5 YR 4/6) Sand 
Negative 
AB036 (0-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Loamy sand Negative 
AB037 (0-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Loamy sand Negative 
AB038 (0-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Loamy sand Negative 
AB039 
(0-10 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam 
(10-80 cmbs) Dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) Loam w/ 20% Brownish yellow 
(10 YR 6/8) 
Negative 
AB040 (0-30 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Sandy loam (30-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Sand 
Negative 
AB041 (0-30 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Sandy loam w/ Yellowish red (5 YR 4/6) mottling 
Negative/water 
table 
AB042 (0-30 cmbs) Yellowish red (5 YR 4/6) Sandy clay Negative 
AB043 (0-50 cmbs) Dark grayish brown (10 YR 4/2) Sandy clay w/ Strong brown (7.5 YR 5/6) Mottling 
Negative/water 
table 
AB044 (0-40 cmbs) Dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) Sandy loam (40-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Sandy loam 
Negative 
AB045 (0-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Sand Negative 
AB046 (0-40 cmbs) Dark grayish brown (10 YR 4/2) Sandy clay loam w/ Red (2.5 YR 4/6) Mottling 
Negative 
AB047 (0-40 cmbs) Dark grayish brown (10 YR 4/2) Sandy clay loam w/ Red (2.5 YR 4/6) Mottling 
Negative 
AB048 (0-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Sandy loam Negative 
AB049 (0-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Sandy loam Negative 
DG001 Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand Negative 
DG002 Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand Negative 
DG003 
(0-10 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam 
(10-60 cmbs) Pale brown (10 YR 6/3) Sand 
(60-80 cmbs) Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand w/ 20% Brownish yellow 
(10 YR 6/8) Sand 
Negative 
DG004 (0-5 cmbs) Very dark gray (10 YR 3/1) Loam (5-80 cmbs) Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand 
Negative 
DG005 
(0-10 cmbs) Brown (10 YR 4/3) Sand 
(10-80 cmbs) Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand w/ Yellowish brown (10 YR 
5/8) Silty sand 
Negative 
DG006 
(0-10 cmbs) Brown (10 YR 4/3) Sand 
(10-80 cmbs) Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand w/ Yellowish brown (10 YR 
5/8) Silty sand 
Negative 
DG007 
(0-10 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam 
(10-50 cmbs) Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand w/ 25% Very dark 
grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Mottles 
(50-80 cmbs) Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand 
Negative 
DG008 
(0-10 cmbs) Brown (10 YR 4/3) Sand 
(10-80 cmbs) Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand w/ Yellowish brown (10 YR 
5/8) Silty sand 
Negative 
DG009 
(0-10 cmbs) Brown (10 YR 4/3) Sand 
(10-80 cmbs) Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand w/ Yellowish brown (10 YR 
5/8) Silty sand 
Negative 
DG010 
(0-10 cmbs) Brown (10 YR 4/3) Sand 
(10-80 cmbs) Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand w/ Yellowish brown (10 YR 
5/8) Silty sand 
Negative 
DG011 
(0-10 cmbs) Brown (10 YR 4/3) Sand 
(10-80 cmbs) Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand w/ Yellowish brown (10 YR 
5/8) Silty sand 
Negative 
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DG012 
(0-10 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam 
(10-50 cmbs) Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand 
(50-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/8) Sand w/ 50% Light yellowish brown 
(10 YR 6/4) Sand 
Negative 
DG013 
(0-10 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam 
(10-50 cmbs) Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand 
(50-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/8) Sand w/ 50% Light yellowish brown 
(10 YR 6/4) Sand 
Negative 
DG014 
(0-10 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam 
(10-50 cmbs) Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand 
(50-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/8) Sand w/ 50% Light yellowish brown 
(10 YR 6/4) Sand 
Negative 
DG015 
(0-10 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam 
(10-50 cmbs) Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand 
(50-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/8) Sand w/ 50% Light yellowish brown 
(10 YR 6/4) Sand 
Negative 
DG016 
(0-10 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam 
(10-50 cmbs) Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand 
(50-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/8) Sand w/ 50% Light yellowish brown 
(10 YR 6/4) Sand 
Negative 
DG017 
(0-10 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam 
(10-50 cmbs) Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand 
(50-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/8) Sand w/ 50% Light yellowish brown 
(10 YR 6/4) Sand 
Negative 
DG018 
(0-10 cmbs) Dark brown (10 YR 3/3) Loam 
(10-40 cmbs) Strong brown (7.5 YR 4/6) Sandy loam 




(0-10 cmbs) Dark brown (10 YR 3/3) Loam 
(10-40 cmbs) Strong brown (7.5 YR 4/6) Sandy loam 




(0-10 cmbs) Dark brown (10 YR 3/3) Loam 
(10-40 cmbs) Strong brown (7.5 YR 4/6) Sandy loam 




(0-10 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Sandy loam 
(10-50 cmbs) Strong brown (7.5 YR 4/6) Sandy clay 




(0-10 cmbs) Dark brown (10 YR 3/3) Loam 
(10-40 cmbs) Strong brown (7.5 YR 4/6) Sandy loam 




(0-10 cmbs) Dark brown (10 YR 3/3) Loam 
(10-60 cmbs) Strong brown (10 YR 4/6) Sandy clay 
(60-80 cmbs) Strong brown (10 YR 4/6) Sandy clay w/ 20% 10 YR 5/8 clay 
Negative 
DG024 
(0-20 cmbs) Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand 
(20-60 cmbs) Dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) Sandy loam 
(60-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Sand 
Negative 
DG025 (0-20 cmbs) Brown (10 YR 5/3) Sand (20-80 cmbs) Pale brown (10 YR 6/3) Sand 
Negative 
DG026 (0-20 cmbs) Brown (10 YR 5/3) Sand (20-80 cmbs) Pale brown (10 YR 6/3) Sand 
Negative 
DG027 (0-20 cmbs) Brown (10 YR 5/3) Sand (20-80 cmbs) Pale brown (10 YR 6/3) Sand 
Negative 
DG028 (0-20 cmbs) Brown (7.5 YR 5/4) Loam (20-80 cmbs) Light brown (7.5 YR 6/4) Sandy loam 
Negative 
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DG029 (0-20 cmbs) Brown (7.5 YR 5/4) Loam (20-80 cmbs) Light brown (7.5 YR 6/4) Sandy loam 
Negative 
DG030 (0-20 cmbs) Brown (7.5 YR 5/4) Loam (20-80 cmbs) Light brown (7.5 YR 6/4) Sandy loam 
Negative 
DG031 (0-60 cmbs) Pale brown (10 YR 6/3) Sand (60-80 cmbs) Very pale brown (10 YR 7/4) Sand 
Negative 
DG032 (0-60 cmbs) Pale brown (10 YR 6/3) Sand (60-80 cmbs) Very pale brown (10 YR 7/4) Sand 
Negative 
DG033 (0-60 cmbs) Pale brown (10 YR 6/3) Sand (60-80 cmbs) Very pale brown (10 YR 7/4) Sand 
Negative 
DG034 (0-50 cmbs) Pale brown (10 YR 6/3) Sand w/ Brown (10 YR 5/3) Sand (50-80 cmbs) Very pale brown (10 YR 7/4) Sand 
Negative 
DG035 (0-50 cmbs) Pale brown (10 YR 6/3) Sand w/ Brown (10 YR 5/3) Sand (50-80 cmbs) Very pale brown (10 YR 7/4) Sand 
Negative 
DG036 (0-50 cmbs) Pale brown (10 YR 6/3) Sand w/ Brown (10 YR 5/3) Sand (50-80 cmbs) Very pale brown (10 YR 7/4) Sand 
Negative 
SM001 
(0-10 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand 
(10-80 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand w/ 10% brownish yellow 
(10 YR 6/8) sand 
Negative 
SM002 
(0-10 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand 
(10-80 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand w/ 10% brownish yellow 
(10 YR 6/8) sand 
Negative 
SM003 
(0-20 cmbs) pale brown (10 YR 6/3) sand 
(20-60 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand 
(60-80 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand w/ 10% (10 YR 6/8) 
Negative 
SM004 
(0-10 cmbs) very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) sand 
(10-50 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand 
(50-80 cmbs light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand w/ (10 YR 6/8) sand 
Negative 
SM005 
(0-60 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand w/ 10% yellowish brown (10 
YR 5/8) silty sand 




(0-10 cmbs) very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) sandy loam 
(10-75 cmbs) dark yellowish brown (10 YR 3/4) sandy loam w/ 30% yellowish 
brown (10 YR 5/6) sand 




(0-10 cmbs) brown (10 YR 4/3) silty sand 
(10-80 cmbs) lght yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand w/ 30% yellowish brown 
(10 YR 5/8) mottling 
Negative 
SM008 
(0-20 cmbs) dark gray (10 YR 4/1) sandy loam w/ 20% gravels 




(0-10 cmbs) brown (10 YR 4/3) sandy loam 
(10-80 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand w/ 30% yellowish brown 
(10 YR 5/8) mottles 
Negative 
SM010 
(0-10 cmbs) brown (10 YR 4/3) sandy loam 
(10-80 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand w/ 30% yellowish brown 
(10 YR 5/8) mottles 
Negative 
SM011 
(0-10 cmbs) brown (10 YR 4/3) sandy loam 
(10-80 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand w/ 30% yellowish brown 
(10 YR 5/8) mottles 
Negative 
SM012 (0-15 cmbs) very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) loam (15-80 cmbs) yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) sandy loam Negative 
SM013 
(0-10 cmbs) brown (10 YR 4/3) sandy loam 
(10-80 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand w/ 30% yellowish brown 
(10 YR 5/8) mottles 
Negative 
SM014 
(0-10 cmbs) brown (10 YR 4/3) sandy loam 
(10-80 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand w/ 30% yellowish brown 
(10 YR 5/8) mottles 
Negative 
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SM015 
(0-10 cmbs) brown (10 YR 4/3) sandy loam 
(10-80 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand w/ 30% yellowish brown 
(10 YR 5/8) mottles 
Negative 
SM016 (0-10 cmbs) dark grayish brown (10 YR 4/2) loam (10-80 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand Negative 
SM017 (0-10 cmbs) dark grayish brown (10 YR 4/2) loam (10-80 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand Negative 
SM018 (0-10 cmbs) dark grayish brown (10 YR 4/2) loam (10-80 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand Negative 
SM019 (0-10 cmbs) dark grayish brown (10 YR 4/2) loam (10-80 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand Negative 
SM020 (0-10 cmbs) dark grayish brown (10 YR 4/2) loam (10-80 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand Negative 
SM021 
(0-7 cmbs) dark brown (10 YR 3/3) loam 
(7-35 cmbs) dark gray (7.5 YR 4/1) sandy loam 
(35-50 cmbs) strong brown (7.5 YR 4/6) clay w/ 70% (7.5 YR 8/1) clay 
Negative 
SM022 (0-10 cmbs) very dark gray (10 YR 3/1) sandy loam (10-80 cmbs) dark red (2.5 YR 3/6) clay Negative 
SM023 
(0-10 cmbs) very dark gray (10 YR 3/1) sandy loam 
(10-20 cmbs) brown (10 YR 5/3) sandy loam 
(20-80 cmbs) dark red (2.5 YR 3/6) clay 
Negative 
SM024 
(0-10 cmbs) very dark gray (10 YR 3/1) sandy loam 
(10-20 cmbs) brown (10 YR 5/3) sandy loam 
(20-80 cmbs) dark red (2.5 YR 3/6) clay 
Negative 
SM025 
(0-10 cmbs) very dark gray (10 YR 3/1) sandy loam 
(10-20 cmbs) brown (10 YR 5/3) sandy loam 
(20-80 cmbs) dark red (2.5 YR 3/6) clay 
Negative 
SM026 
(0-10 cmbs) very dark gray (10 YR 3/1) sandy loam 
(10-20 cmbs) brown (10 YR 5/3) sandy loam 
(20-80 cmbs) dark red (2.5 YR 3/6) clay 
Negative 
SM027 (0-20 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand (20-60 cmbs) dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) sandy loam 
(60-80 cmbs) light brownish gray (10 YR 6/2) sand 
Negative 
SM028 
(0-20 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand 
(20-60 cmbs) dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) sandy loam 
(60-80 cmbs) light brownish gray (10 YR 6/2) sand 
Negative 
SM029 
(0-15 cmbs) very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) sandy loam 
(15-50 cmbs) yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand 




(0-15 cmbs) very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) sandy loam 
(15-50 cmbs) yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand 
(50-80 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand w/ brownish yellow (10 YR 
6/8) mottling 
Negative 
SM031 (0-20 cmbs) brown (7.5 YR 5/4) sandy loam (20-80 cmbs) light brown (7.5 YR 6/4) sandy loam Negative 
SM032 (0-20 cmbs) brown (7.5 YR 5/4) sandy loam (20-80 cmbs) light brown (7.5 YR 6/4) sandy loam Negative 
SM033 (0-20 cmbs) brown (7.5 YR 5/4) sandy loam (20-80 cmbs) light brown (7.5 YR 6/4) sandy loam Negative 
SM034 (0-20 cmbs) brown (7.5 YR 5/4) sandy loam (20-80 cmbs) light brown (7.5 YR 6/4) sandy loam Negative 
SM035 (0-60 cmbs) pale brown (10 YR 6/3) sand (60-80 cmbs) very pale brown (10 Y/R 7/4) sand Negative 
SM036 (0-60 cmbs) pale brown (10 YR 6/3) sand (60-80 cmbs) very pale brown (10 Y/R 7/4) sand Negative 
SM037 (0-60 cmbs) pale brown (10 YR 6/3) sand (60-80 cmbs) very pale brown (10 Y/R 7/4) sand Negative 
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SM038 (0-60 cmbs) pale brown (10 YR 6/3) sand (60-80 cmbs) very pale brown (10 Y/R 7/4) sand Negative 
SM039 (0-20 cmbs) brown (7.5 YR 5/4) loam (20-80 cmbs) light brown (7.5 YR 6/4) Sand w/ reddish brown (5 YR 4/4) 10 cm Negative 
SM040 (0-20 cmbs) brown (7.5 YR 5/4) loam (20-80 cmbs) light brown (7.5 YR 6/4) Sand w/ reddish brown (5 YR 4/4) 10 cm Negative 
SM041 (0-20 cmbs) brown (7.5 YR 5/4) loam (20-80 cmbs) light brown (7.5 YR 6/4) Sand w/ reddish brown (5 YR 4/4) 10 cm Negative 
SM042 
(0-20 cmbs) pale brown (10 YR 6/3) Sand 
(20-50 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand w/ dark yellowish brown 
(10 YR 4/4) Sand 
(50-80 cmbs) red (2.5 YR 5/6) clay loam 
Negative 
SM043 
(0-20 cmbs) pale brown (10 YR 6/3) Sand 
(20-50 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand w/ dark yellowish brown 
(10 YR 4/4) Sand 
(50-80 cmbs) red (2.5 YR 5/6) clay loam 
Negative 
SM044 
(0-20 cmbs) pale brown (10 YR 6/3) Sand 
(20-50 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand w/ dark yellowish brown 
(10 YR 4/4) Sand 
(50-80 cmbs) red (2.5 YR 5/6) clay loam 
Negative 
SM045 
(0-20 cmbs) pale brown (10 YR 6/3) Sand 
(20-50 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand w/ dark yellowish brown 
(10 YR 4/4) Sand 
(50-80 cmbs) red (2.5 YR 5/6) clay loam 
Negative 
SM046 
(0-20 cmbs) pale brown (10 YR 6/3) Sand 
(20-50 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand w/ dark yellowish brown 
(10 YR 4/4) Sand 
(50-80 cmbs) red (2.5 YR 5/6) clay loam 
Negative 
SM047 
(0-20 cmbs) pale brown (10 YR 6/3) Sand 
(20-50 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand w/ dark yellowish brown 
(10 YR 4/4) Sand 
(50-80 cmbs) red (2.5 YR 5/6) clay loam 
Negative 
SM048 
(0-60 cmbs) pale brown (10 YR 6/3) Sand w/ brown (10 YR 5/3) Sand 
(60-80 cmbs) very pale brown (10 YR 7/4) Sand w/ light yellowish brown  (10 
YR 6/4) Loam 
Negative 
SM049 
(0-60 cmbs) pale brown (10 YR 6/3) Sand w/ brown (10 YR 5/3) Sand 
(60-80 cmbs) very pale brown (10 YR 7/4) Sand w/ light yellowish brown  (10 
YR 6/4) Loam 
Negative 
SM050 
(0-60 cmbs) pale brown (10 YR 6/3) Sand w/ brown (10 YR 5/3) Sand 
(60-80 cmbs) very pale brown (10 YR 7/4) Sand w/ light yellowish brown  (10 
YR 6/4) Loam 
Negative 
SM051 
(0-60 cmbs) pale brown (10 YR 6/3) Sand w/ brown (10 YR 5/3) Sand 
(60-80 cmbs) very pale brown (10 YR 7/4) Sand w/ light yellowish brown  (10 
YR 6/4) Loam 
Negative 
SM052 (0-10 cmbs) yellowish red (5 YR 5/6) Loamy sand (10-80 cmbs) light brown (7.5 YR 6/4) Sand Negative 
SM053 (0-10 cmbs) yellowish red (5 YR 5/6) Loamy sand (10-80 cmbs) light brown (7.5 YR 6/4) Sand Negative 
SM054 (0-80 cmbs) light brown (7.5 YR 6/4) Sand Negative 
SM055 
(0-20 cmbs) dark yellowish brown (10 YR 3/4) Loam 
(20-80 cmbs) brownish yellow (10 YR 6/8) Sand w/ 20% yellowish brown (10 YR 
5/8) Sand 
Negative 
SM056 (0-80 cmbs) dark yellowish brown (10 YR 3/4) loam w/ 50% yellowish brown (10 YR 5/6) sandy loam  
Negative/disturb
ed 
SM057 (0-80 cmbs) dark yellowish brown (10 YR 3/4) loam w/ 50% yellowish brown (10 YR 5/6) sandy loam 
Negative/disturb
ed 
SM058 (0-80 cmbs) dark yellowish brown (10 YR 3/4) loam w/ 50% yellowish brown (10 YR 5/6) sandy loam 
Negative/disturb
ed 
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SM059 (0-80 cmbs) dark yellowish brown (10 YR 3/4) loam w/ 50% yellowish brown (10 YR 5/6) sandy loam 
Negative/disturb
ed 
SM060 (0-80 cmbs) dark yellowish brown (10 YR 3/4) loam w/ 50% yellowish brown (10 YR 5/6) sandy loam 
Negative/disturb
ed 
SM061 (0-80 cmbs) dark yellowish brown (10 YR 3/4) loam w/ 50% yellowish brown (10 YR 5/6) sandy loam 
Negative/disturb
ed 
SM062 (0-80 cmbs) dark yellowish brown (10 YR 3/4) loam w/ 50% yellowish brown (10 YR 5/6) sandy loam 
Negative/disturb
ed 
SM063 (0-20 cmbs) dark yellowish brown (10 YR 3/4) loam (20-80 cmbs) brownish yellow (10 YR 6/8) sand Negative 
SM064 (0-80 cmbs) brown (10 YR 5/3) Sandy loam Negative 
SM065 (0-10 cmbs) very dark gray (10 YR 3/1) Loam (10-80 cmbs) yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Sand Negative 
SM066 (0-80 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand Negative 
SM067 (0-80 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand Negative 
SM068 (0-80 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand Negative 
SM069 (0-80 cmbs) pale brown (10 YR 6/3) sand w/ 20 % brownish yellow (10 YR 6/8) sand in streaks Negative 
SM070 (0-80 cmbs) pale brown (10 YR 6/3) sand w/ 20 % brownish yellow (10 YR 6/8) sand in streaks Negative 
SM071 (0-80 cmbs) pale brown (10 YR 6/3) sand w/ 20 % brownish yellow (10 YR 6/8) sand in streaks Negative 
SM072 (0-10 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand (10-80 cmbs) pale brown (10 YR 6/3) sand Negative 
SM073 (0-10 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) sand (10-80 cmbs) pale brown (10 YR 6/3) sand Negative 
SM074 
(0-20 cmbs) very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) sandy loam 




(0-20 cmbs) very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) sandy loam 
(20-80 cmbs) pale brown (10 YR 6/3) sand w/ 10% brownish yellow (10 YR 
6/8) 
Negative 
SM076 (0-40 cmbs) yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) sand (40-80 cmbs) brown (10 YR 4/3) sand Negative 
SM077 (0-40 cmbs) yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) sand (40-80 cmbs) brown (10 YR 4/3) sand Negative 
SM078 (0-40 cmbs) yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) sand (40-80 cmbs) brown (10 YR 4/3) sand Negative 
SM079 
(0-10 cmbs) dark grayish brown (10 YR 4/2) sandy loam 




(0-10 cmbs) dark grayish brown (10 YR 4/2) sandy loam 




(0-10 cmbs) dark grayish brown (10 YR 4/2) sandy loam 




(0-10 cmbs) dark grayish brown (10 YR 4/2) sandy loam 




(0-10 cmbs) dark grayish brown (10 YR 4/2) sandy loam 




(0-20 cmbs) dark grayish brown (10 YR 4/2) Loam 
(20-50 cmbs) yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) sand w/ 10 % brownish yellow (10 
YR 6/8) Sand  
Negative 
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(50-80 cmbs) yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Sandy clay w/ 30 % yellowish red (5 
YR 5/6) clay 
SM085 Same as SM084 Negative 
SM086 
(0-20 cmbs) dark grayish brown (10 YR 4/2) Loam 
(20-60 cmbs) brown (10 YR 5/3) Sandy loam 
(60-80 cmbs) yellowish brown (5 YR 5/6) clay 
Negative 
SM087 
(0-20 cmbs) dark grayish brown (10 YR 4/2) loam 
(20-50 cmbs) brown (10 YR 5/3) Sandy loam 
(50-80 cmbs) yellowish brown (10 YR 5/6) Sandy clay w/ 20% yellowish red (5 
YR 5/6) Clay 
Negative 
SM088 
(0-20 cmbs) dark grayish brown (10 YR 4/2) loam 
(20-50 cmbs) brown (10 YR 5/3) Sandy loam 
(50-80 cmbs) yellowish brown (10 YR 5/6) Sandy clay w/ 20% yellowish red (5 
YR 5/6) Clay 
Negative 
SM089 
(0-20 cmbs) dark grayish brown (10 YR 4/2) loam 
(20-50 cmbs) brown (10 YR 5/3) Sandy loam 
(50-80 cmbs) yellowish brown (10 YR 5/6) Sandy clay w/ 20% yellowish red (5 
YR 5/6) Clay with cobbles at 70-80 cmbs 
Negative 
SM090 (0-20 cmbs) very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam (20-100 cmbs) yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) sand with cobbles Negative 
SM091 (0-20 cmbs) very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam (20-100 cmbs) yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) sand with cobbles Negative 
SM092 (0-20 cmbs) very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam (20-100 cmbs) yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) sand with cobbles Negative 
SM093 
(0-10 cmbs) very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam 
(10-20 cmbs) yellowish brown (10 YR 5/6) Sand 
(20-80 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand 
Negative 
SM094 
(0-10 cmbs) very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam 
(10-20 cmbs) yellowish brown (10 YR 5/6) Sand 
(20-80 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand 
Negative 
SM095 
(0-10 cmbs) very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam 
(10-20 cmbs) yellowish brown (10 YR 5/6) Sand 
(20-80 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand 
Negative 
SM096 
(0-10 cmbs) very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam 
(10-20 cmbs) yellowish brown (10 YR 5/6) Sand 
(20-80 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand 
Negative 
SM097 (0-15 cmbs) dark grayish brown (10 YR 4/2) Loam (15-80 cmbs) light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand Negative 
SM098 Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam w/ 25% pale brown (10 YR 6/3) Sand and 25% yellowish brown (10 YR 5/6) Clay Negative 
SM099 
(0-10 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam 




(0-10 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam 




(0-10 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam 
(10-50 cmbs) Pale brown (10 YR 6/3) Sand w/ 20% brownish yellow (10 YR 
6/8) Sand 
Negative 
SM101 (0-10 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam (10-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Sand Negative 
SM102 
(0-10 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam 
(10-40 cmbs) brown (10 YR 5/3) Sand 




(0-5 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam 
(5-30 cmbs) Dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) Sandy gravelly loam 
(30-80 cmbs)  Pale brown (10 YR 6/3) Sand 
Negative 
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SM104 
(0-5 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam 
(5-30 cmbs) Dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) Sandy gravelly loam 
(30-80 cmbs)  Pale brown (10 YR 6/3) Sand 
Negative 
SM105 
(0-10 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam 
(10-30 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Sandy Loam 
(30-80 cmbs) Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand  
Negative 
SM106 
(0-10 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam 
(10-30 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Sandy Loam 
(30-80 cmbs) Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand 
Negative 
SM107 Dark Yellowish Brown (10 YR 4/4) Loam w/ 30% Brownish yellow (10 YR 6/8) Clay loam Negative 
SM108 Dark Yellowish Brown (10 YR 4/4) Loam w/ 30% Brownish yellow (10 YR 6/8) Clay loam Negative 
SM109 Dark Yellowish Brown (10 YR 4/4) Loam w/ 30% Brownish yellow (10 YR 6/8) Clay loam Negative 
SM110 Dark Yellowish Brown (10 YR 4/4) Loam w/ 30% Brownish yellow (10 YR 6/8) Clay loam Negative 
SM111 Dark Yellowish Brown (10 YR 4/4) Loam w/ 30% Brownish yellow (10 YR 6/8) Clay loam Negative 
SM112 Dark Yellowish Brown (10 YR 4/4) Loam w/ 30% Brownish yellow (10 YR 6/8) Clay loam Negative 
SM113 (0-30 cmbs) Reddish yellow (5 YR 6/8) Clay w/ 25% Gray (5 YR 6/1) Negative 
SM114 (0-30 cmbs) Reddish yellow (5 YR 6/8) Clay w/ 25% Gray (5 YR 6/1) Negative 
SM115 
(0-20 cmbs) Dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) Sand  
(20-80 cmbs) Dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) sand w/ 20% Brownish yellow 
(10 YR 6/8) lay 
Negative 
SM116 (0-30 cmbs) Brown (10 YR 4/3) Sandy Loam (30-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Sandy Loam Negative 
SM117 (0-20 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Sandy Loam (20-80 cmbs) Dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) Sandy Loam Negative 
SM118 (0-20 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Sandy Loam (20-80 cmbs) Dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) Sandy Loam Negative 
SM119 
(0-10 cmbs) Brown (10 YR 4/3) Loam 
(10-60 cmbs) Dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) Sandy loam 
(60-80 cmbs) Pale brown (10 YR 6/3) Sand 
Negative 
SM120 (0-10 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Loam (10-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR  5/4) Sandy Loam Negative 




(0-30 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Sand 





(0-30 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Sand 





(0-10 cmbs) Very dark gray (10 YR 3/1) Loam 
(10-60 cmbs) Dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) Clay loam w/ 20% Strong 




(0-30 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Sand 




SM126 Brown (10 YR 4/4) Clay with 20% Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/8) Clay Negative 
SM127 
(0-10 cmbs) Grayish brown (10 YR 5/2) Sandy Loam 
(10-60 cmbs) Brownish yellow (10 YR 6/8) Sand 
(60-80 cmbs) Dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) Clay 
Negative 
SM128 (0-10 cmbs) Brown (10 YR 4/3) Sandy Loam (10-60 cmbs) Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) Sand Negative 
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(60-80 cmbs) Grayish brown (10 YR 5/2) Clay 
SM129 
(0-10 cmbs) Brown (10 YR 4/3) Sandy Loam 
(10-40 cmbs) Dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) Sandy Loam 
(40-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/6) Sandy clay w/ 10% yellowish brown 
(10 YR 5/8) Clay 
(80-100 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/6) Clay w/ 10% Yellowish brown (10 
YR 5/8) Clay 
Negative 
SM130 
(0-10 cmbs) Dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) Clay loam 
(10-60 cmbs) Light brownish gray (10 YR 6/2) Clay loam w/ 10% Yellowish 
brown (10 YR 5/8) Clay 
Negative 
SM131 
(0-10 cmbs) Brown (10 YR 4/3) Sandy clay 
(10-20 cmbs) Gray (10 YR 5/1) Clay 
(20-40 cmbs) Grayish brown (10 YR 5/2) Clay 
Negative/basal 
clay 
SM132 (0-20 cmbs) Brown (10 YR 4/3) Sandy clay (20-60 cmbs) Brown (10 YR 5/3) Clay Negative 
SM133 (0-5 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Sandy loam (5-80 cmbs) Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) Loam Negative 
SM134 (0-10 cmbs) Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) Clay loam (10-80 cmbs) Brown (10 YR 4/3) w/ 70% Brownish yellow (10 YR 6/8) Clay Negative 
*centimeters below surface
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APPENDIX B 
Parcel Right-of-Entry Information
US 79:  IH 45 to FM 1512
Right of Entry Database
Property ID OWNER NAME ROE STATUS ARCH SURVEY STATUS
3161 Minnie Lummus ALLOWED Survey complete
3162 Beverly Freeman ALLOWED Survey complete
3163 Millard Clute DENIED Survey recommended
10088 Jim Miles DENIED Survey recommended
10089 Mary Craig DENIED Survey recommended
10090 Ronald Craig DENIED Survey recommended
32292 RICKS BOWERS  FUNERAL HOME INC ALLOWED Survey complete
100378 Nathanael Robb & Christian Merchant ALLOWED Survey complete
100433 Amit Patel DENIED Survey recommended
100439 Rigoberto Delgado Mata DENIED Survey recommended
100949 Carol & Williams Phelps DENIED Survey recommended
101426 Jacob Bumpurs DENIED Survey recommended
102670 Robert Peoples ALLOWED Survey complete
405642 Buffalo Upper Room Church Inc. ALLOWED Survey complete
600930 APD Company DENIED Survey recommended
601558 James & Diana Hutchinson DENIED Survey recommended
602176 Michael Barrett DENIED Survey recommended
602242 Jason Schmidt DENIED Survey recommended
602445 Tosh Family Limited Partnership 2 ALLOWED Survey complete
603747 Betty Cheek DENIED Survey recommended
603752 Mildred Wood ALLOWED Survey complete
US 79:  IH 45 to FM 1512
Right of Entry Database
Property ID OWNER NAME ROE STATUS ARCH SURVEY STATUS
603753 Billy Brown DENIED Survey recommended
603874 Jose Carrizales DENIED Survey recommended
604074 Karen Reaves DENIED Survey recommended
604102 Anthony McElroy ALLOWED Survey complete
604159 Charles & Kathryn Gilliam DENIED Survey recommended
604646 Doris Carlisle ALLOWED Survey complete
604681 William & Gretchen Carnahan ALLOWED Survey complete
604985 MASSENGALE BONNIE ETAL ALLOWED Survey complete
605006 Harvey & Patricia Cates ALLOWED Survey complete
605014 Danny & Brenda Cates DENIED Survey recommended
605015 Salvador & Cynthia Gorbea ALLOWED Survey complete
605016 Kristin Garcia DENIED Survey recommended
605033 Kendall & Sarah Sheffield DENIED Survey recommended
605312 Vernon Howell ALLOWED Survey complete
605451 Frank & Karen Prewitt DENIED Survey recommended
605456 Lowell Clute ALLOWED Survey complete
605895 William Copeland ALLOWED Survey complete
605932 Christopher Hoffman DENIED Survey recommended
606109 Frederick Craig DENIED Survey recommended
606110 J A Leon DENIED Survey recommended
606112 Burleson Holdings, LTD. DENIED Survey recommended
606716 Adolph Dorsey DENIED Survey recommended
606790 Leon Project, LLC DENIED Survey recommended
US 79:  IH 45 to FM 1512
Right of Entry Database
Property ID OWNER NAME ROE STATUS ARCH SURVEY STATUS
607590 Maurine & Robert Mullins DENIED Survey recommended
607606 Ranchoad RAI, LLC DENIED Survey recommended
607649 Ray Eagans DENIED Survey recommended
607917 Pam McCall ALLOWED Survey complete
608167 Nealy Evans DENIED Survey recommended
608188 Billy Bob Evans ALLOWED Survey complete
608210 Express Electric ALLOWED Survey complete
608235 Jeffery Fahler ALLOWED Survey complete
608441 Ray & Brenda Fergeson ALLOWED Survey complete
608569 Mary & Robert Fitz DENIED Survey recommended
608758 Billy & Brandy Guyton DENIED Survey recommended
608780 BLM LLC DENIED Survey recommended
608858 Marilyn & Oscar Frazier ALLOWED Survey complete
608902 Patricia Freeman ALLOWED Survey complete
609459 Fred Gilliam - GILLIAM CONTRACTORS ALLOWED Survey complete
609565 Glockzin Properties ALLOWED Survey complete
609927 Joshua Burk DENIED Survey recommended
610933 Morris & Jackie Mcrae ALLOWED Survey complete
611072 Larry Brammer DENIED Survey recommended
611353 Richard Jacobs ALLOWED Survey complete
US 79:  IH 45 to FM 1512
Right of Entry Database
Property ID OWNER NAME ROE STATUS ARCH SURVEY STATUS
611381 Katherine Hellwig ALLOWED Survey complete
611393 Penny Bormann DENIED Survey recommended
611404 Gary Helmcamp ALLOWED Survey complete
611426 Tracy Helmcamp ALLOWED Survey complete
611785 Limestone Mechanical, Inc. DENIED Survey recommended
612758 Charlie Holmes DENIED Survey recommended
612759 Elwn & Mescal Holmes DENIED Survey recommended
613084 David & Marian Garcia DENIED Survey recommended
613570 Jerry Spencer LP DENIED Survey recommended
613586 Gilbert Rivera DENIED Survey recommended
613742 Phivath Chhlang ALLOWED Survey complete
613769 Roberto & Elissa Garza DENIED Survey recommended
613809 Brazos Valley Check Authority, LLC DENIED Survey recommended
613813 Debra Jennings DENIED Survey recommended
613915 Steaven Alexander ALLOWED Survey complete
614506 Farmers State Bank, Groesbeck DENIED Survey recommended
614957 KBVK, LLC DENIED Survey recommended
615153 Johnson Living Trust ALLOWED Survey complete
615156 Rudolph Hibbeler ALLOWED Survey complete
615184 Benny Talbott DENIED Survey recommended
US 79:  IH 45 to FM 1512
Right of Entry Database
Property ID OWNER NAME ROE STATUS ARCH SURVEY STATUS
615671 Maurice Champion DENIED Survey recommended
615728 MURCHISON LINDA LEJUNE DENIED Survey recommended
615827 Kenneth & Donny Turner DENIED Survey recommended
615828 Kenneth Turner DENIED Survey recommended
616001 Raymond & Carol Noe DENIED Survey recommended
616140 Billie Williams DENIED Survey recommended
616296 Billy & Katherine Piske DENIED Survey recommended
616297 Jacob Cunningham DENIED Survey recommended
617009 Buffalo 79 Development, LLC DENIED Survey recommended
617024 Sand Hill Estates LC DENIED Survey recommended
617172 Mario & Martha Rios DENIED Survey recommended
617196 Norma Anthis DENIED Survey recommended
617205 Danny Mathews ALLOWED Survey complete
617370 Steaven & Oaula Alexander ALLOWED Survey complete
617402 Willie McBride ALLOWED Survey complete
617871 Francisco Zaldivar DENIED Survey recommended
617949 Ginger Vybiral ALLOWED Survey complete
618242 Estefany & Maria Aguilar DENIED Survey recommended
618285 Missouri Pacific Railroad Co DENIED Survey recommended
US 79:  IH 45 to FM 1512
Right of Entry Database
Property ID OWNER NAME ROE STATUS ARCH SURVEY STATUS
618405 Jack Montgomery ALLOWED Survey complete
618409 Paul & Annie Kennedy DENIED Survey recommended
618455 Melvin & Donna Barrilleaux ALLOWED Survey complete
618849 Kenneth Moursund DENIED Survey recommended
619306 Cheryl Melasky DENIED Survey recommended
619368 Jewett Services LLC ALLOWED Survey complete
619380 Michelle & Bryan MacNabb DENIED Survey recommended
620475 Claudia Veretto ALLOWED Survey complete
620489 Richard Thomas ALLOWED Survey complete
621063 Robbie & Gwen Robins DENIED Survey recommended
621280 Benjamin & Teresa Reese DENIED Survey recommended
621328 Pandor Corporation DENIED Survey recommended
621731 Jackie Clark DENIED Survey recommended
622295 Nucor Steel ALLOWED Survey complete
622338 Agnes Robinson ALLOWED Survey complete
622447 R. Construction, Inc. DENIED Survey recommended
622652 Joey Rodell ALLOWED Survey complete
622855 Zientek Farms LLC ALLOWED Survey complete
622860 Jim Salley DENIED Survey recommended
623144 Kenneth Schmidt DENIED Survey recommended
623912 Brandon Ellis DENIED Survey recommended
US 79:  IH 45 to FM 1512
Right of Entry Database
Property ID OWNER NAME ROE STATUS ARCH SURVEY STATUS
623920 William & Frances Evans ALLOWED Survey complete
624173 Jagjit Singh DENIED Survey recommended
624715 Real Estate Investments ALLOWED Survey complete
624749 State Bank of Jewett DENIED Survey recommended
624984 Bradley & Denorah Buchanan ALLOWED Survey complete
625438 Sharon Leissner DENIED Survey recommended
625454 AATMA, LLC ALLOWED Survey complete
625657 Texas Utilities Electric Co. ALLOWED Survey complete
625684 South Central Industrial Properties ALLOWED Survey complete
626427 PTCAA Texas LP DENIED Survey recommended
626568 Kenneth Turner DENIED Survey recommended
626585 Kenneth & Donny Turner DENIED Survey recommended
627457 Jerry & Linda Fling ALLOWED Survey complete
627823 Leon County Government DENIED Survey recommended
628239 Diego & Irene DENIED Survey recommended
628826 First Assembly of God ALLOWED Survey complete
629668 Pam McCall ALLOWED Survey complete
629925 Reymundo & Maria Reynoso DENIED Survey recommended
700081 Buffalo Partners LTD ALLOWED Survey complete
700703 Thomas Ashley ALLOWED Survey complete
700808 Rudolph Hibbeler ALLOWED Survey complete
701025 Amy Broesche DENIED Survey recommended
US 79:  IH 45 to FM 1512
Right of Entry Database
Property ID OWNER NAME ROE STATUS ARCH SURVEY STATUS
701028 Oscar Hensen DENIED Survey recommended
701294 Terry Williams DENIED Survey recommended
701341 Power Chokes, L.P. DENIED Survey recommended
701404 Buffalo Industrial Supply Inc ALLOWED Survey complete702291 Gary Craig DENIED Survey recommended
704050 Robert & Michaela Dailey DENIED Survey recommended
705193 Hubbard Feeds Inc. ALLOWED Survey complete
705332 Hunter Farm Properties, LLC ALLOWED Survey complete
705450 Lydia Rider DENIED Survey recommended
705511 Helen Mills DENIED Survey recommended
705584 Jesse & Nelda Ruby DENIED Survey recommended
705706 Jeff & Jennifer Salley ALLOWED Survey complete
706432 Pascual Torres DENIED Survey recommended
706878 World Light, LLC DENIED Survey recommended
708832 Cheryl Gantt DENIED Survey recommended
709591 Jewett Economic Development INC ALLOWED Survey complete
709996 Randy Baudoin ALLOWED Survey complete
710168 JW Buffalo LTD DENIED Survey recommended
710542 Antonio Vasquez DENIED Survey recommended
710566 Roy Jr & Bobbie Reed ALLOWED Survey complete
711891 Tracy Lee Jacobs ALLOWED Survey complete
714671 Jeffery & Zenaida Heil DENIED Survey recommended
714672 Cherri & Billy Couch DENIED Survey recommended
US 79:  IH 45 to FM 1512
Right of Entry Database
Property ID OWNER NAME ROE STATUS ARCH SURVEY STATUS
10087, 608846 John Murff ALLOWED Survey complete
100898, 613859, 623910 Amanjit Kaur DENIED Survey recommended
101680, 611425 Rick Helmcamp ALLOWED Survey complete
602404, 607901, 621735, 
622857 Rebecca Gillen ALLOWED Survey complete602652, 602995, 612468, 
612470, 622944, 626579 Kenneth Turner DENIED Survey recommended
602775, 625681, 614806 Jonas & Leann Russell ALLOWED Survey complete
605300, 605214 Alan Morgan ALLOWED Survey complete
605316, 629263 Anthony McElroy DENIED Survey recommended
608996, 700221 Douglas & Brenda Thomas DENIED Survey recommended
612720, 618876 JJK Rodell Properties, LLC ALLOWED Survey complete
614102, 617590 Ruben Anzaldua DENIED Survey recommended
614590, 622271 Jitendra & Priti Patel DENIED Survey recommended
615157, 615161 William Kocurek ALLOWED Survey complete
617742, 704510 Tina Rayborn DENIED Survey recommended
618073, 618073 Clifford Barnett DENIED Survey recommended
620158, 605521 Willie & Lillie Code DENIED Survey recommended
627524, 627525, 700254 Charlie Waters DENIED Survey recommended
627622, 701296, 627637 John Watson DENIED Survey recommended
700285, 618899 Gondal Mullenax Trustee DENIED Survey recommended
703606, 709854 James Langston ALLOWED Survey complete
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TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
BRYAN DISTRICT



































NOTE: ALL BEARINGS ARE BASED ON THE TEXAS STATE PLANE
COORDINATE SYSTEM, FIPS 4203 AND ADJUSTED TO SURFACE 
USING A COMBINED SCALE FACTOR OF 1.00012.  















FEMA SPECIAL FLOOD HAZARD AREA
SIDEWALK
SIDE STREET / DRIVEWAY / RAMP
BRIDGE
PAVEMENT REMOVAL
TO: 0.6 MILES WEST OF FM 1512















Chapter 3, Section 5 Multi-Lane Rural Highways








RAMP RSBNU: 25 MPH
JUGHANDLE: 25 MPH
FM 39 ROUNDABOUT STA 26+00 to STA 30+44.50: 25 MPH
FM 39 STA 0+00 to STA 26+00: 60 MPH - Two-Lane Rural Highway
RAMP REENU: 45 MPH
US 79 STA 298+00 to STA 635+16: 70 MPH - Multi-Lane Rural Highway
US 79 STA 225+00 to 298+00: 40 MPH - City
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EXISTING TYPICAL SECTION-US 79





















EXISTING TYPICAL SECTION-US 79
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